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Woodbridge School and Marine Discovery Centre
Phone: 03 6267 4667
Fax 03 6267 4808
Email: woodbridge@education.tas.gov.au
Web: www.woodbridgeschool.org.au
Dear Parents and Carers

Welcome to the 5th edition of Woodbridge Words for Term 4 this year.
Our Grade 10 Maths Methods students travelled to Hobart College on Tuesday to sit
their end of year exam. The students have been well supported and taught by Mr Robinson
this year, who is very pleased with the progress some of the students have made through
their commitment and hard work. Maths Methods is offered as an extension Maths
program for Woodbridge students in conjunction with Hobart College. Completing the
course successfully in Year 10 creates some great opportunities for future study in Year
11. Despite the nerves, I am sure our students performed to the best of their abilities in
their exam.
For the rest of our Grade 10 students, they are about to get their first taste of what life
will be like studying at college when they sit their Grade 10 exams in a few weeks’ time.
The Grade 10 team have made a few adjustments to the schedule this year to ease
students into the exam process by extending the schedule by a few days and including a
rest day. If you are the parent of a Grade 10 student, please invest the time in talking to
your child about making time to study. Using the exam preparation booklet (shared with
students in classes tomorrow) will help support students to get themselves organised.
All students from Prep to Grade 6 are going to enjoy a great day at the Botanical Gardens
to see a performance of Waltzing Matilda which should be a great day out for all students.
It is going to be very quiet in the yard at recess and lunchtime tomorrow!
Lastly, we have begun hosting Grade 6 students from other schools who will be joining us
for Grade 7 next year. It has been great to get to know students from Bruny Island School
and Snug Primary school as part of our transition program for 2020. Mr Woolley also
reports that the Grade 5/6’s had a great day on the Fusion excursion day of challenge
activities this week. Students from Bruny Island School also joined them as a great addition
to our transition program.

For more dates
click on Calendar
at the following Shannon Bavage
address
www.woodbridge Principal
school.org.au
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Emergency No.
0427 303 701
Student Absence
Contact No.
6267 4205
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Amelie - Digital Technologies
Amelie has consistently worked hard class. Please see below her 3D design summarising report.
Her efforts are always of a high standard and she is always a cheerful and engaged student.

3D printing
3D printing has changed the world tremendously and hasn’t stopped changing our lives almost every day! There are
so many things/subject’s 3D printing has acted incredibly in. The medical field for example, people who may need a
prosthetic leg or arm… now they can, we take advantage of what we have and we really do take it for granted but
we also need to think of the people… the children who don’t have what we have, the least we could do is support
the 3D printing field because there are so many people out there who need things that we have and they don’t. Due
to the abilities of the 3D printers, human body parts can be fitted exactly to the
individual’s unique needs.
Products like food, clothing and new cars, can now be developed with 3D
printing, for example a young teenage boy has a café lolly shop where all the
lollies are made with 3D printers, the use of these amazing machines is growing
more and more all the time and many more people are finding the helpful use of
these printers, schools and companies are using 3D printers more now, I think
it’s very important for young people to learn how to operate these machines and get the hang of how digital
technology works and how to work 3D designing. 3D printers can really help people younger and older to find their
creative side and have some fun designing things that can really help the world in these days the world is full of
disaster and sadness… some people are really starving for a happy and safe life,
even if you just make a little toy out of 3D printing, that can make a huge
difference to a young child’s life, because they will know that someone is
thinking of them even though they are going through all this war and hate in
their country.
As weird as it might seem seeing your child or even yourself bringing home
items made from 3D printers and depending on these products in the future,
many schools and colleges will adapt to using these machines and it will
become completely normal like writing with a pencil… we will be using them without even thinking about it.
One of the most exciting parts of 3D printers is that they can recycle plastic and can be used again in another and
more useful way, the plastic they can recycle are ABS plastic, PLA, polyamide (nylon), glass filled polyamide,
stereolithography materials (epoxy resins) as well as silver, titanium, steel, wax, photopolymers and polycarbonate.
Most subjects in school will be able to more efficiently use them for printing out shape objects and more things for
assessments.
I believe that 3D printing is a tremendous way to express your creativity however you like, tinkercad is a very useful
program for young 3D engineers in the making, and 3D printing is very reliable and functional when sending designs
to it. My design was trying to interpret how we can make toys and small objects for young children who sadly don’t
have the opportunity to go and buy toys from a shop, so we can make some for them, I really am sad when I think of
people who don’t get the same fair treatment as we do and I think we should make an effort to make their lives
even a little bit more sunny and easier. Going back to how 3D printing is an extremely reliable source of creating
things that can change the world forever, the next generation of young ones are going to be so lucky to be growing
up in a world where we actually recycle more things and they will be able to learn the ways of the 3D printer from a
very young age, they will have the minds to create and come up with new discoveries and be able to express
themselves. In summary I think 3D printers are going to change this world in many ways, forever.
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Marine and Antarctic Science Tour
A small group of Year 9 students had the opportunity to spend two days touring CSIRO, IMAS
and the Antarctic Division. Each morning we listened to presentations from scientists and each
afternoon we had lab tours and a behind the scenes look at the research areas.
We learnt about the research work done on board the RV Investigator, and some of the similarities
between the work of the Investigator and the activities we do on RV Penghana.
We visited CSRIO Algae Lab where they are researching toxic phytoplankton; the fish collection
where we could hold a preserved cookie cutter shark and deep-sea angler fish; IMAS ice core
workshop; AAD krill research lab and the workshop area where we got a ride on a Hagglunds.

Chloe Simons
Marine Discovery Centre

Employment Opportunity
Grandvewe Cheeses seeks 2-3 students
keen to work as kitchen hands for their cafe
over the summer holidays. Minimum age is
14yrs 9mths. Call Simone at the cellar door
Mon - Fri to find out more or better still,
drop in and introduce yourself!
Grandvewe Cheeses
59 Devlyns Rd, Birchs Bay.
Ph. 6267 4099
Open10am - 4pm, 7 days.
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Primary Assembly – November 19th
This week our presenters were from Prep/1 Yellow. They did a wonderful job for their first time
presenting.
Kinders
This was the first time that the Kinders have joined us
for assembly. They sang a song about Kindness and
encouraged everyone to sing along. Well done
Kinders!!

Prep/1 Blue
Prep / One Blue shared their persuasive texts. They gave
great reasons as to why they think the country is better than
the city.
Prep/1 Yellow
Prep/One Yellow showed photos from their recent foreshore visit. At the beach they had to
come up with as many nouns, verbs and adjectives about the different things they found or
created.
Grade 2/3
Grade 2/3 presented their HASS information
reports. There was a lot of information about
different countries.
Grade 3/4
Grade 3/4 shared their reports about famous
explorers. They did a wonderful job researching and
putting their reports together.
Grade 4/5
Grade 4/5 presented their reflections about the
swimming and water safety program. It was great to hear
what they had learned.
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Primary Assembly
Grade 5/6
Two of the Grade 6 students shared their recent RSL speeches. They were
absolutely amazing . The recipients of the Bursaries will be announced at
the Presentation Evening.
Merit Certificates
Prep/One Y and B: Evreux, Willa, Gilbert, Robson,
Zoe, Mia, Ruby, Lucy, Nella
Grade 2/3: Tristan, Callan, Josh, Archie
Grade 3/4: Holly, Frankie, Tilly, Eden
Grade 4/5: Jack, Belle
Grade 5/6: Callan, Ryan, Mo, Zoe
Secret teacher
Congratulations to Grade 2/3 who won the award
for the most respectful class during the assembly.
Thanks Mrs Wilton for being the secret teacher for
us this assembly.
Our next assembly is scheduled for Tuesday December 3rd at 11.45am.
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Kids4Kids sustainability conference 2019
On Tuesday 19th November 3 members of the Woodbridge Junior Waste Warriors attended this
year’s conference. This is the conference’s 10th year and is for kids (Kinder-Year 10), advocating
for change, and interested in the environment. Students had the opportunity to share stories and
inspire others! This year we went along to hear about all the amazing things kids are doing across
Tasmania to help the environment. We heard about environmental grants available to schools, we
listened to The Carter family and their journey to become a ‘Zero Waste’ household. Toby Thorpe
who is a ‘Climate Activist’ helped us write letters to our politicians to let them know all the great
ideas we have to help.
At lunch time we were part of the Great Toy Swap, where we brought along 3 toys/books etc.
and received a token, we then used this token to swap for another toy. It was great!
Layla (Gr. 3): I learnt about an app called iNaturalist. It is used to identify animal and plant species
and can be then used to work out changes in the environment based on numbers of species. For
example, there may be less ants in a spot compared to last year or a new species has been found
in an area that has never been there before. I like how you can compare them yourself to see
what it is.
George (Gr. 3): My favourite thing I did at the Kids4Kids conference was learning more about
renewable energy. We found out more about solar energy and we got to use a hydro-fuel cell. We
saw how easy it would be to run car motors using this renewable power source.
Nathan (Gr. 4): During our STEM session I learnt how an atom is made of a nucleus, electron
and neutron and when one joins it shoots off another on, this keeps happening until final it
generates power. I really liked the part where we plugged in a fan to a water battery and it started
spinning. Thanks you Mr Woolley for taking us.
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